TIMERS AND REMINDERS
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DESCRIPTION

Mini p-clock Reminder
This battery operated clock has a magnet on the back to stick to fridge.
It’s easy to set up to 4 alarms a day, when due alarm sounds 3 times, then every minute until stop is pressed.
Effective reminder for people without hearing difficulties.
Other devices are available for people with a hearing impairment.

Vibrating Alarm Reminder Watch
1,8,12 or 30 Daily Alarm settings, vibration, audible or both, water resistant.
Other styles, colours and bands available.

5% discount using the coupon code ‘ALZWA’ in the checkout
TabTimer.com.au

PURCHASING INFORMATION

TabTimer 1300 822 846
Website: TabTimer.com.au

Mini p-clock - battery operated
Approx $22.00

Vibrating alarm reminder watches
Prices from $109.00

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only. Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology. Revised 7/11/18